Learn the art of influence and leadership presence on the platform. Communicate with impact in every business situation - whether networking, closing a deal, or presenting to live audiences. Participants gain greater confidence when Diane DiResta encourages them to unleash the power of their words. Build a powerful brand that attracts top talent when your leaders communicate effectively.

Inspire your employees and executives to learn the art of clear and confident communication and watch it show up on your bottom line.

Most requested Keynotes & Seminars:

**KEYNOTES:**
- The Influential Leader: Turning the Soft Skill of Speaking into Massive ROI
- Female Powerhouses: Eliminating the Imposter Syndrome with Kickbutt Confidence

**SEMINARS:**
- Knockout Presentations
- Knockout Meetings
- The Influential Listener: Turn the Soft Skill of Listening into Massive ROI
- The Dirty Dozen: How to Deal with Difficult Group Dynamics
FEEL MORE CONFIDENT
LEARN THE SKILLS TO GIVE A
POWERFUL, IMPACTFUL PRESENTATION

“Diane energizes the room and exudes charisma and confidence, yet with a touch of humor and entertaining examples.” Marie-Pierre Frackowiak, Enterprise Risk Management

“Diane is a dynamic speaker whose presentation to 100 female Soldiers was extraordinary.” Nancy Northrop, Leader & Business Development Consultant, Operation Reinvent

“Not only was my group recognized for best group presentation of the class, I was singled out individually as best presenter in the entire class. I recommend Diane for everyone, even if you’re a pro.” Domenic Musco, Senior Program Manager, Franklin Energy Services

“The results were immediate!” Jeff Johnson, Director of Sales and Product Training for Time Warner Cable Media

“Diane is a ‘must hear’ for women at all stages of their careers - entry, mid and executive leaders - the audience left inspired.” Deborah Kaye, Non Profit advisor

“You make learning fun.” M. Margolis Mezvinsky, Former Congresswoman

“...Absolutely tremendous!” Rolando Blackman, Former NY Knick, ESPN and CBS College Basketball Analyst

“One of the most valuable professionals to address our group.” M. Sanders, Chair, Meeting Professionals International

“Only 10 per cent of our programs rate as highly as yours was last week.” K. Phillips, National Investor Relations Institute

“A big THANK YOU for your sharp, precise, and personalized advice.” E. Roche, GM, Redken Global Marketing

“I was able to apply all your coaching techniques and I already received four requests for follow-up.” S. Lavin, Citigroup Private Bank

“You media training was extremely worthwhile and far better than I anticipated. I rate your program a 10!” M. Davis, Senior Director, USGAM.

Diane DiResta
diane@diresta.com
www.diresta.com

- 20+ years experience speaking, coaching, training across industries at all levels
- Able to simplify complexity (getting to the heart of the matter quickly)
- International best selling Author
- Certified Speaking Professional (only 22% of speakers are certified)
- Clinically Trained as a Speech Pathologist and really understands how people learn
- International speaker on 4 continents

PARTIAL CLIENT LIST:

AT&T, BNY Mellon, Citibank, Federal Reserve Bank, JP Morgan, L’Oreal, Madison Square Garden, Met Life, Michael Kors, NBA, Sanofi Pasteur, Skadden Arps, Tiffany & Co, Time Warner Cable, Verizon Wireless